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Humans often unconsciously perceive social robots involved in their lives as partners rather

than mere tools, imbuing them with qualities of companionship. This anthropomorphization

can lead to a spectrum of emotional risks, such as deception, disappointment, and reverse

manipulation, that existing approaches struggle to address effectively. In this paper, we argue

that a Virtual Interactive Environment (VIE) exists between humans and social robots, which

plays a crucial role and demands necessary consideration and clarification in order to mitigate

potential emotional risks. By analyzing the relational nature of human-social robot interaction,

we discuss the connotation of such a virtual interactive environment that is similar to the

emotional states aroused when reading novels. Building on this comprehension, we further

demonstrate that manufacturers should carry out comprehensive Virtual Interactive Envir-

onment Indication (VIEI) measures during human-social robot interaction with a stricter

sense of responsibility when applying social robots. Finally, we contemplate the potential

contributions of virtual interactive environment indication to existing robot ethics guidelines.
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Introduction

Social robots are considered as machines that can interact
with humans in a social manner (Fong et al. 2003). By
interacting with humans, social robots have been able to

evoke human emotions to some extent (Breazeal 2002, 2003).
Social robots are widely used for emotional interaction needs,
such as the therapeutic robot seal PARO (Robinson et al. 2013).
More extensive applications of social robots include robots for
medical companionship and service robots for public use. The
social robots discussed in this paper are mainly social robots
applied among people who need emotional support, such as
service robots used for elderly care (Borenstein and Pearson,
2010; Sharkey and Sharkey, 2012) and childcare (Sharkey and
Sharkey, 2010). A common feature of these robots is that they all
complement the emotional needs of people who are lack of social
interaction through intentional anthropomorphization. In this
relational sense, human-social robot interactions are generated by
a combination of active anthropomorphic commitment from the
makers and emotional needs from the users.

Humans’ innate ability of anthropomorphization projects emo-
tions to inanimate objects. The anthropomorphization ability
manifests itself by assigning human characteristics to inanimate
objects and animals and helping humans rationalize the behavior of
objects (Duffy, 2003). Gray et al. argue that the core of anthro-
pomorphization is attributing human-like attributes and mental
states to non-human agents and objects, in which the core
anthropomorphic characteristics include conscious experience,
metacognition, and intention (Gray et al. 2007). Epley believes that
the core of anthropomorphization should be supplemented with
descriptions related to, for example, emotional states, behavioral
traits, and human-like forms (Epley et al. 2007). Experiments by
Riether et al. suggest that robot members contribute to human task
performance (Riether et al. 2012). These social robots share a
common characteristic that, regardless of whether they are anthro-
pomorphic or anthropomorphism, they emulate the behavior and
features of living entities to meet humans’ emotional needs in social
interactions. Like humanoid social robots, the animal traits and
behaviors of the PARO robot involve a broader concept of
anthropomorphization. In this context, the concept of anthro-
pomorphism refers to how we interpret non-human entities through
our own understanding, whether by attributing human character-
istics to them or other non-human characteristics. Designers of
social robots are both intentionally anthropomorphizing social
robots for the purpose of satisfying human emotional needs.

However, anthropomorphic social robots face accusations of
deception, disappointment, and reverse manipulation, which are
considered to lead to a range of moral and emotional risks. Some
approaches have tried to address the above risks but have not
solved the problem. With this in mind, how exactly should human-
social robot interactions be positioned? To answer this question, we
explicitly point out that based on the current advancement of
technology, there is naturally a virtual interaction environment
(VIE) during human-social robot interaction and previously people
didn’t realize or choose to ignore its existence. We facilitate the
realization of VIE indication by discussing the necessary work of
social robot producers. In the next section of this paper, we describe
the possible deception that anthropomorphic social robots may
induce, and the emotional risks that deception entails. Following
that section, we will discuss existing solutions to the anthro-
pomorphic risk of social robots and show that all existing solutions
face difficulties in addressing these risks. Then we will introduce the
central concept of this paper, the “Virtual Interaction Environ-
ment”, and defend the necessity of a “Virtual Interaction Envir-
onment Indication” process. Finally, we will attempt to illustrate
the contribution of such virtual interaction environment indication
to the reconsideration of ethical guidelines for robot ethics.

Kinds of deception and emotional risks from social robot
anthropomorphization
The process by which social robots are perceived as partners,
bystanders, and group members is the process by which social
robots are personified. The suggestive anthropomorphic language
makes it easy for the public to draw analogies between social
robots, humans, and natural creatures (Scheutz, 2012). In creating
social robots, researchers make promises that social robots can
meet emotional needs and design social robots with animal or
human like appearances. Even among researchers conducting
robotics research, linguistic interpretations that express robot
behavior suggest an anthropomorphic tendency of robots, such as
the use of adjectives like “with a smile on its face” and “with a sad
frown” to describe a robot’s appearance (Breazeal 2001, 2002;
Proudfoot, 2011). Then, using rationalizations, people try to
project such interpretations onto social robots when confronted
with their behaviors. In the process of interacting with social
robots, users unconsciously increase their expectations on them.
This emotional dependence that humans have on robots is a one-
way relationship (Scheutz, 2012).

When people interact with social robots, their existing social
relationships will also permeate. For example, people are more
likely to donate to a museum when the service robot asks in a
female voice than in a male voice (Siegel et al. 2009). Authentic
social relationships are significant in generating emotions as
people interact with social robots. Therefore, people tend to
evaluate technological objects in their lives as real people (Reeves
and Nass, 1996). The limited autonomy that social robots typi-
cally have also affected people’s expectations on them (Murphy
and Rogers, 2004; Scheutz et al. 2007). The increased expectations
lead users to view social robots as real people.

Human users unconsciously perceive social robots involved in
their lives as partners rather than tools. The media equation theory
leads users to view social robots as real people and to expect more
from them (Reeves and Nass, 1996). Studies also show that older
adults enjoy and are ready to build relationships with social robots
(Pu et al. 2019). However, such expectation creates a gap with the
reality of social robot development, where human users expect
robots with limited autonomy to have an emotional understanding.
The notion that humans may manipulate their perceptions of
social robots to satisfy emotional needs aligns with the concept of
“suspension of disbelief” (Schaper, 1978), which refers to an
audience’s willingness to accept the fiction within a narrative, even
when they are aware of its fictitious nature. Applying this to our
context, individuals might “suspend disbelief” when interacting
with social robots, treating these machines as if they possess
emotions and sociability. In addition, cognitive dissonance theory
suggests that people, when confronted with information that is
inconsistent with their personal beliefs, expectations, or values, will
change their perceptions in order to minimize this sense of dis-
sonance (Festinger, 1962). Thus, this mental maneuver allows
people to derive more emotional value from their interactions, such
as companionship, comfort, or entertainment, resulting in the
public’s preference to imagine that social robots have transcendent
abilities and generate consciousness in their dealings with people
(Broadbent et al. 2010). Social relationships influence emotional
relationships, and social robots promise social illusions without the
ability to interact socially. Such social illusions benefit groups in
need of emotional companionship, such as elderly people living
alone (Broadbent et al. 2010; Robinson et al. 2014) and children
with autism (Diehl et al. 2012). Based on competence and trust,
human-social robot interactions become similar to human-human
interactions; people see social robots as their partners, children, or
servants, and just ignore the lack of real comprehension ability and
emotional competence of social robots.
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Rodogno argues that the interaction between social robots and
people is similar to the interactive process of reading a book or
watching a movie (Rodogno, 2016). Emotions are insufficient to
constitute deception because the sadness disappears after we
realize that it is fictional. The generation of real emotions of
individuals reflected in social robots implies that such emotional
reactions are motivated by imagination, therefore, social robots
should not face moral accusations (Rodogno, 2016). However, the
emotional satisfaction based on active deception weakens the
individual’s responsibility to understand the world (Sparrow,
2002). Social robotics researchers have been subjected to une-
thical torture because they not only support deception but also
promote and encourage it in the design process of social robots.
The designability of robots means that “active deception” can
occur directly in the design and development of social robots.
Frequent intimate interactions with social robots are feared to be
detrimental to human emotional and social development and lead
to attachment problems (Sharkey and Sharkey, 2010). When
anthropomorphization, or rationalization of behavior, exceeds
certain boundaries, anti-human technological systems may arise
(Royakkers and van Est, 2015).

The emotional disappointment after being actively duped can
turn people off against the “social illusion” of social robots. When
people face emotional crises in virtual social relationships, they
may not feel fulfilled in actual social relationships and become
further immersed in the “social illusion” created by social robots,
which ultimately affects the healthy development of the indivi-
dual’s mind. For example, this can lead to dependence on robots
in children who have not yet developed full cognitive abilities,
which can affect the development of empathy (Severson and
Carlson, 2010). Furthermore, Elster argues that if users adapt
their preferences to get along with their robot companions, real
preferences will be replaced by unreal ones (Elster, 2016).
Coeckelbergh argues that robots as companions can deprive
potential human companions of service (Coeckelbergh, 2009).
Prolonged single interactions with social robots can affect an
individual’s cognitive socialization. When the virtual immersion
is externally threatened, the rebound emotional response man-
ifests itself in doubting the trust basis of genuine social rela-
tionships, thus presenting a kind of illusory dependence. Such an
illusory dependence is based on the social illusion given by social
robots, and once formed, it becomes challenging to accept gen-
uine social relationships.

None of the existing artificial intelligence agents meet the most
basic requirements of meaningful sociality. In this sense, social
robotics still has a long way to go. There is no evidence that
today’s social robots have role-specific emotional representations.
The emotional feedback of social robots is also incomparable with
that of pets, which are able to perceive human emotions, while
current social robots do not have such level of delicate cognition.
Based on the current level of intelligence of existing social robots,
the emotional expectations of them are destined to be illusions
rather than real “family members”.

The risk of one-way emotional ties lies in that psychological
dependencies can be exploited for the inculcation of specific
values and the reverse manipulation of people (Scheutz, 2012).
Reverse manipulation refers to using emotional dependencies by
social robots to persuade users to make decisions, for example,
convincing the user to buy more products from the producer
(Scheutz, 2012). Danaher distinguishes between external state
deception, surface state deception, and covert state deception. The
distinction between surface state deception and covert state
deception is interesting, mainly because a covert “understanding
but pretending not to understand” is more ethically disturbing
than the surface state “not understanding but pretending to
understand” (Danaher, 2020a). In the case of social robot

deception, some believe it is necessary, for that deception in the
service of a higher purpose is morally justified (Wagner and
Arkin, 2011; Shim and Arkin, 2016; Wagner, 2016; Isaac and
Bridewell, 2017). Others believe that if we need social robots to
perform social functions, we must allow robots to deceive
(Wagner and Arkin, 2011; Shim and Arkin, 2016; Wagner, 2016).
However, value inculcation is manifested in the fact that designers
can embed negative or immoral value judgments into the beha-
vior of social robots. Malicious or unethical value orientations
threaten social robots’ companionship with children. It may also
monitor users, harm them, or instill radical ideas.

Compared with social robots, an intact living pet is not subject
to original value inculcation issues. Although one opinion is that
pets are also induced by their original birth environment, the
induction is not the same as the design of a robot, which includes
more of a “puppet show” element in its design process. As a
product, a robot as a puppet operates more with an unchangeable
program, while a living pet has its own natural nature, which
ensures that it retains more possibilities and cannot be easily
manipulated by some intentional “coding”. The deviation caused
by social robots is more generally manifested in the difficulty of
translating the emotional expectations of their human users into
reality.

On the one hand, considering the silence towards anthro-
pomorphization in public space, we need to think about how to
make the public aware of the existence of anthropomorphic non-
human agents. On the other hand, we need to fully understand
the emotional deception of social robots and avoid “active
deception”. People should be aware of the risks of active decep-
tion, reposition the relationship between humans and social
robots, and consider how to deal with the differences between
interpersonal interactions and human-social robot interactions.

An analysis to existing approaches addressing the risks of
social robot anthropomorphization
Several approaches claim to address the risks faced by humans in
their relationships with social robots. We will show that each of
the pathways faces some problems.

Jackson et al. propose to give the robot the ability to reject
inappropriate commands so as to reduce the possibility of
unreasonable user expectations from the beginning. Through
rejection, the user understands that the robot possesses special
autonomy and therefore dissipates their own excessive expecta-
tions. Ultimately, the robot is removed from moral accountability
in the face of anthropomorphic disappointment (Jackson et al.
2021). However, rejection in a moral sense confronts a more
profound problem of anthropomorphism, which Epley found to
lead to a general increase in anthropomorphism when non-
human agents violate human expectations (Epley et al. 2007).
Consider a scenario where a person is using a washing machine
and the machine stops because of a malfunction, but the clothes
inside are not yet finished. In response to the “malfunction” of the
washing machine, one would think that “the machine is con-
sciously working against me”, and this understanding would lead
to an increase in anthropomorphism when human expectations
are violated.

Moreover, the rejection approach does not solve the problem of
deception but creates more deception. A robot’s ability to reject or
violate a task can lead to more expectations of anthropomorphic
and emotional capabilities from users and thus make the devel-
opment of social robots problematic. The rejection response will
also circumvent the real purpose people have in interacting with
social robots, which is to expect them to provide service.
Responding to the anthropomorphic risks of social robots with
rejection is an escape from the problem and does not really
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address the risks faced. Furthermore, the social robot’s rejection is
not a rejection in the usual sense, but rather more of an internal
programming result that indicates a malfunction in many cases. If
one’s perception of a social robot’s rejection is misplaced, this
would suggest that the effect of introducing rejection for a social
robot will not make the interaction more explicit, but rather
introduce confusion between the real internal structures of the
social robot and the anthropomorphic ones. Therefore, the
rejection approach gives neither a measure that facilitates the
tackling of risks, nor does it address the problem of relationship
repositioning for human and social robots, but simply ignores the
problem itself by adding more behavioral descriptions.

The second approach handles the anthropomorphic risks
through warning statements and built-in distancing effects
(Verfremdungseffekt), where Bendel proposes to indicate the
unsuitability of robots to participate in social life by reminding
users of their limited autonomy (Bendel, 2019). Weber-Guskar’s
rebuttal to this view starts from the failure of the deception
explanation, arguing that the anthropomorphization of social
robots is an imaginative perception instead of a deception.
Therefore, warning statements and built-in distancing effects are
unnecessary (Weber-Guskar, 2021). Moreover, the warning
approach does not effectively guarantee that people will no longer
have anthropomorphic expectations or one-way emotional
attachments to social robots. Warning statements and built-in
distancing effects confront risk through morally overly rigid
means, in which the meaning of social robots is limited when
people use them only to obtain responses that have no relevance
to the people themselves. The descriptions of the robots’ cap-
abilities required in some relevant systems face an accusation of
such one-way self-disclosure. An interpretable and ethical social
robot does not simply rest on mere self-disclosure by the robot
but requires a repositioning beyond the meaning of human-robot
interaction. The explication of such a repositioning cannot be
done through the unilateral disclosure of people or robots but
requires a state explication of the interaction between people and
social robots. Based on the current advancement of related
technology, the relationship between humans and social robots is
very different from the relationship between humans and pets, or
the relationship between humans. The difference is directly
reflected in the meaning of the virtual environment that exists in
the interaction between social robots and humans, which we will
discuss in the next section.

The third approach is the matching hypothesis, where Goetz
et al. propose that instead of intentional anthropomorphic
appearance design, user trust is gained by achieving a matching
between robot appearance and tasks (Goetz et al. 2003). There are
three problems with this solution. First, the matching hypothesis
only sees functional mapping but ignores the real emotional
needs of people. Achieving a match between a robot’s appearance
and its task only completes the functional part but fails to
respond to users’ emotional needs on social robots. The presence
of such emotional needs may make the producer more willing to
convince users, through some kind of implication, that there is a
person hiding inside their robot. As a result, this approach ulti-
mately fails to properly reposition the relationship between
humans and social robots. Second, the matching of robot
appearance and tasks does not account for the virtual nature of
human-social robot interaction, which refers to the cognitive bias
in people’s emotions and understanding of social robots com-
pared with the social robot’s reality. People give social robots
anthropomorphic expectations. The expectations in the sense of
cognitive bias have not been truly fulfilled, but social robots are
given anthropomorphic appearances in a form that fits such
expectations, resulting in a failure to recognize the real problem
of the virtual nature of the relationship between humans and

social robots. Third, appearance-task matching does not have
adequate explanatory validity to account for the human-social
robot relationship. This explanatory validity focuses on matching
appearance to social robot function and merely attributes the
explanatory responsibility to the implementation of social robot
function without providing an explanation of the human-social
robot relationship. Since no relational account is given, the
matching hypothesis will not achieve the purpose of effective
explanation to the users.

In addition to the aforementioned approaches to address
anthropomorphism risks, Proudfoot proposes to make social
robots make mistakes to improve human recognition of social
robots, including reducing human expectations by using “delib-
erate misspellings”, “lack of common-sense knowledge” or
“unreasonable conversations” (Proudfoot, 2011). The major
problem with the error-making approach is that users interact
with social robots for the purpose of obtaining a complete and
high-quality service, but social robots that are prone to make
mistakes fail to do so. The initial service goal is sacrificed in order
to improve the recognition of social robots, turning the deploy-
ment of social robots into an “either/or” problem, which is not in
line with our original vision. What’s worse, the error-making
approach will also lead to disappointment in the performance of
social robots, which is eventually detrimental to the development
of social robots.

Virtual Interactive Environment Indication
An intentional account of the virtual interactive environment
between humans and social robots can ameliorate problems
associated with social robot anthropomorphism and yield a
diversity of social robot image-building within a broader range of
scenarios. In this section, we attempt to defend the cognitive
repositioning of the virtual interactive environment for human-
social robot interaction and, on this basis, consider the practical
applications of virtual interactive environment indication in the
design and development of social robots.

The virtual environment of social robots is based on virtual
interactions, which are mainly manifested as virtual emotional
relationships shaped by human-social robot interactions. Sweeney
interprets the relationship between humans and social robots as a
“fictional” emotional relationship, arguing that the relationship
between humans and social robots is a relationship to an object
with a fictional overlay (Sweeney, 2021). Contrarily, interaction in
a virtual environment, as we have argued, is the idea that from the
moment a person interacts with a social robot, the person is
already involved in a virtual environment, in which the person
acts as the protagonist and is engaged in an interplay with other
characters, i.e., the social robot. Therefore, the emotional rela-
tionship between people and social robots should be interpreted
as an interactive relationship within that virtual environment.

When we engage with a compelling narrative, we may feel
“transported” into the world of the story, becoming fully
immersed in the situation and developing deep emotional reso-
nance and identification with the characters. This is captured by
narrative transportation theory (Green and Brock, 2000). A
similar “transport” can occur during interactions with social
robots, drawing us into a virtual interaction environment. This
virtual interaction environment is shaped by our psychological
engagement and emotional responses. Our understanding and
emotional involvement in the narrative situation can create a
vivid and realistic virtual interaction environment (Radford and
Weston, 1975). However, this environment is not static but
evolves with the intensity and duration of our emotional invol-
vement. It’s worth noting that the virtual interaction environment
does not exist in isolation from the real world.
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The virtual interactive environment is achieved through
transport borne by the sense of immersion. By adhering to the
principle of interactivity, users are transported into a virtual
environment where vividness and authenticity are entirely
dependent on their sense of immersion. This sense of immersion
carries the so-called “transportation” process, which is an emo-
tional flow and transformation between the virtual and the real.
During the interaction process, the emotional engagement and
transference of individuals shape and enhance the immersive
effect of the virtual environment, and the human imagination and
emotional involvement play a pivotal role in constructing and
maintaining such a virtual environment. Each virtual interactive
environment has its peculiarities. They have a normative com-
monality, mainly reflected in the deep emotional involvement and
the construction of imagination. This is like when we read novels
or listen to stories. Although each story has its unique plot and
characters, reading or listening to stories requires our emotional
involvement and imagination. It stimulates our emotional
involvement and imagination by referring to real scenarios,
producing a profound experience, and gaining emotional comfort
and satisfaction through interactions with social robots. Creating
a virtual environment through the principle of interactivity can be
understood as a continuous, dynamic interactive process where
human-machine interaction shapes and continuously reshapes
the environment.

Three characteristics are exhibited in the interaction between
humans and social robots within the virtual environment. The
first characteristic is manifested in that the interaction between
humans and social robots in the virtual environment is an
interactive relationship that is positioned from a human per-
spective. By treating social robots as objects that can participate in
virtual interactions, a unique virtual interaction paradigm is
developed between humans and social robots.

The second characteristic is reflected in the distance between
the virtual nature of human-social robot interaction and the
instrumental nature of the social robot itself. In reality, a machine
without intentional constructs is considered a tool, whereas in the
interaction with a social robot, a virtual environment is created
between humans and social robots. Social robots commit to vir-
tual interactions out of a need to satisfy human emotional
companionship, which determines that the users involved in the
interaction will get unconsciously involved in the environment
shaped by this virtual interaction. Such a virtual interaction dif-
fers from reading a novel in that, while people are emotionally
touched by the experiences of fictional characters in a novel, they
remain conscious of the fictional nature of the novel when
reading it, but they are usually not aware of such virtuality when
interacting with social robots. As discussed in Section “Kinds of
deception and emotional risks from social robot anthro-
pomorphization”, people are thus more likely to experience
emotional deception in their interactions with social robots,
which makes it more necessary to help people truly understand
human-social robot interactions as virtual interactions.

The third characteristic is reflected in the stage-specific nature of
people’s understanding of the virtual interaction between humans
and social robots, which consists of three progressive stages. The
first stage is at the stage of interaction in which people try to believe
that social robots inherently have an understanding of relationships
through their perception of social robots’ external behaviors, or in
Danaher’s words, at the stage of ethical behaviorism (Danaher,
2020b). In this stage, people willingly ignore the truth that social
robots are not emotionally capable, yet in fact, social robots as tools
are unable to engage in deep human interactions as expected. In
the second stage, when people are more engaged in interacting with
social robots, they start to invest more emotions and resources in
them. This will lead producers to recognize the influence of social

robots on people’s actual consumption behavior, which in turn will
give them a greater incentive to further intentionally shape social
robots to be more anthropomorphic in virtual interactive envir-
onment, resulting eventually in the prevalence of emotional
deception. When people interact with social robots, a feedback loop
is formed between humans and social robots, in which people’s
imagination that social robots do have generated realistic feedbacks
dominates their interactions. The significance of helping people
gain a “Virtual Interaction Environment” perspective on human-
social robot interactions is to shift their cognition of the interac-
tions from an “active deception” state in the second stage to a
“lucid dream” state in the third stage. In this third stage, the
understanding of the virtual interaction environment facilitates a
lucid awareness of the existence of virtual interaction between
humans and social robots, reaching to a level similar to that of the
cognitive awareness when reading a novel. Just as although there
may be emotional highs and lows, one does not perceive that one is
actually living in the events of the novel when reading it (Sweeney,
2021), the “lucid dream” metaphor illustrates that one has a lucid
understanding of the state and possible impact of the ongoing
virtual interaction between oneself and the social robot and does
not feel of being intentionally deceived by the social robot or its
producer. The understanding of the internal mechanisms of
human-social robot interaction thus becomes clearer and a more
complete understanding of the role of social robots is achieved.
Therefore, it is crucial to emphasize the virtual nature of the
interactions when introducing the service functions of social
robots.

We argue that adding elucidations and indications for virtual
interaction environment is a realistic implementation solution to
promote people’s understanding of virtual interaction environ-
ment. Virtual Interactive Environment Indication (VIEI), by
definition, is the process in which the virtual nature of the
human-social robot interaction is clearly identified and declared
during the deployment and application of social robot products.
Through the Virtual Interactive Environment Indication process,
human users should be well-informed and aware that they are
participating in a virtual interaction with social robots, and thus
should pay due attention to the potential risks of deception from
anthropomorphization. The intentional construction of an image
of a social robot in a virtual interaction environment is a cau-
tionary tale for our dealing with social robots. The non-
anthropomorphic virtual environment cognition of social robots
drives the conceptual interpretation of the relationships between
humans and social robots. It illustrates the risks involved in
promoting the social adaptation of social robots.

The advantage of applying Virtual Interactive Environment
Indication is that by explaining the existence of virtual interac-
tions, users do not perceive the social robot as a living “person”
but rather take a more moderate stance in understanding. Central
to avoiding active deception from social robots is that people are
aware that their interactions with social robots are taking place in
a virtual interactive environment, thereby reducing their own
expectations that should not be misplaced on social robots. On
the other hand, prior descriptions of the interactive nature of
social robots will also circumvent the emotional disappointment
that people might feel about social robots. In addition to elim-
inating deception and avoiding disappointment, the malicious
exploitation of social robots can also be regulated by the inter-
vention of Virtual Interactive Environment Indication, which
requires that social robots be used “only in the sense of a com-
panionable virtual interactive environment”. Thus, the applying
of a Virtual Interactive Environment Indication process helps to
promote a more normative development of social robots.

Moreover, in contrast to digital environment, the perception of
virtual environment of human-social robot interactions is an
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explanatory concept for the description of the real situation. The
digital environment is often portrayed as a result of the simpli-
fication and digitization of the physical world, based entirely on
digital features and representations of data. However, when it
comes to virtual environment perception for social robots, the
process is quite different. The virtual environment perception of
social robots is not based on pure representation, but interprets
real-life situations through the principle of interactivity. The
interaction between humans and social robots is not limited to a
one-way or predetermined reaction-based process; rather, it is a
feedback-dependent, mutually adaptive, and continually evolving
process. The principle of interactivity underscores this ongoing,
bidirectional exchange of information and feedback. Applying
this principle of interactivity allows us to grasp the dynamics of
interactions within virtual environment between humans and
social robots. Within such environment, social robots transcend
their roles as mere tools executing predetermined actions; instead,
they actively engage as participants in an evolving interaction
with humans. In this manner, it becomes evident that human-
robot interaction is not confined to a static, predefined virtual
environment. Rather, it unfolds within a dynamic, adaptable
virtual interactive environment shaped by emotion and imagi-
nation. This virtual interactive environment, rooted in the prin-
ciple of interactivity, encompasses not only the interactions
between humans and social robots but also encompasses the
formation and evolution of emotional relationships between
them. Thus, the Virtual Interactive Environment Indication
process will provide us with a new perspective on the relationship
between humans and social robots, potentially enriching our
understanding of reality and helping us better understand what
potential benefits and challenges social robots may bring in the
future.

In the previous section, we have analyzed the current
approaches in addressing the anthropomorphization risks of
social robots and elaborated on their limitations. We propose that
the introduction of Virtual Interactive Environment Indication
effectively tackles these issues. Firstly, Jackson et al.’s suggestion
that social robots reject inappropriate commands to mitigate
anthropomorphization risks (Jackson et al. 2021) does not
directly eliminate the risk and might even amplify it when robot
responses contradict human expectations. In contrast, our pro-
posed solution of Virtual Interactive Environment Indication
proactively establishes the virtual nature of the interaction
environment, guiding users to understand the distinction and
avoid excessive anthropomorphic expectations. Secondly, Bend-
el’s strategies involving warning statements and built-in distan-
cing effects (Bendel, 2019) do not sufficiently prevent the
formation of one-way emotional dependencies on social robots,
stemming from misconceptions about interaction. Through Vir-
tual Interactive Environment Indication, we redefine the human-
robot interaction paradigm, offering an environment that enables
users to grasp the significance of social robots beyond mere
emotional projection. Regarding the third strategy, Goetz et al.’s
matching hypothesis, which focuses on aligning robot appearance
and tasks, lacks consideration for users’ emotional needs (Goetz
et al. 2003). The introduction of Virtual Interactive Environment
Indication allows users to realize their participation in an
immersive narrative, reducing one-way emotional dependencies
and deceptions. Lastly, Proudfoot’s suggestion of social robots
intentionally making mistakes to address issues (Proudfoot, 2011)
undermines the high-quality user experience, potentially leading
to disappointment towards social robots in general. In contrast,
the introduction of Virtual Interactive Environment Indication
clarifies the true state of social robots during interactions,
addressing the disappointment issue at its core. The manu-
facturers will illuminate the relationship between people and

social robots, eliminating deception and disappointment issues
inherent in the aforementioned methods, thus preserving the
high-quality user experience of social robots.

Virtual interactive environment indication promotes the
reconsideration of ethical guidelines for social robots. A cog-
nitive repositioning of the image of social robots can help us re-
examine the existing robot ethics guidelines. Instead of simply
considering in terms of providing companionship, an ethical
guideline for social robotics should clearly define the responsi-
bility of producers in terms of the “Virtual Interactive Environ-
ment Indication” requirement.

First and foremost, by introducing the requirement, the
responsibility of social robot producers can be reconsidered and
initiatives to address the risk of social robot deception can be
developed based on the redefined responsibility. Virtual Inter-
active Environment Indication is instrumental in protecting the
emotional rights of various vulnerable groups, such as children,
by clarifying in what sense the developers are held responsible. As
argued in “Why Robots Should Not Be Treated Like Animals”,
the difference between social robots and animals is that the
animal and animal trainer relationship is purer (Johnson and
Verdicchio, 2018), whereas the relationship between robot and
“robot trainer” also contains an artificial component, which
makes the responsibility of social robots more the responsibility
of the manufacturer. Thus, the distinction between the respon-
sibility of social robots and animals arises in this sense, suggesting
a third-party subject of responsibility when considering the
responsibility of social robots, i.e., the producer of the social
robot. The relationship between users, social robots, and their
manufacturers is different from the relationship between humans
and pets, and the hidden “unnaturalness” of this relationship
makes it impossible to draw a single division of responsibility.

In economic and organizational ethics, responsibility is often
seen as a key concept. As Friedman and Miles argued in
“Stakeholders: Theory and Practice”, the responsibility of an
organization’s behavior is not merely to meet legal requirements,
but its impact on society (Friedman and Miles, 2006). In other
words, manufacturers of social robots should be accountable for
the impact of their products on users, not only because it is legally
required but also because their products may have substantive
effects on users’ lives (e.g., potential emotional harm). Therefore,
manufacturers should explicitly perform VIEI-related work. As
Donaldson and Dunfee pointed out in their research on economic
ethics, corporate social responsibility is multilevel, encompassing
responsibility towards stakeholders, society, and the global
community (Donaldson and Dunfee, 1999). When considering
emotional risks, such as deception, disappointment, and reverse
manipulation that social robots might bring, the responsibility of
manufacturers should extend to users (i.e., stakeholders), society,
and the global community. Moore believes that responsibility
should be allocated based on the actions of various parties that
influence the outcome (Moore, 1999). In our context, this means
that if the automation of social robots leads to a certain
consequence, manufacturers should be held responsible; however,
if this consequence is an allegation of emotional deception that
arises after the manufacturer has explicitly stated the existence of
the virtual interactive environment within the human-social
robot interaction, then to some extent the manufacturer has
fulfilled its duty to inform, which means that the user also needs
to bear some responsibility. Thus, we need to reallocate
responsibility between manufacturers and users to reflect their
respective impacts on the outcome.

Traditional social robots with limited autonomy face the
problem of unlimited liability for the manufacturer. When we
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view a social robot as a virtual external environment, it becomes
possible to divide the liability of the social robot between that
arising from automation and that arising from the virtual
interaction environment. When facing a liability dilemma, if the
consequences are caused by the automation of the social robot, it
is necessary to pursue liability in the automation cause of liability,
i.e., to deal with the manufacturer of the social robot. If the
consequences are caused by the inappropriate perception of the
virtual interactive environment between the human and the social
robot, then the responsibility can be pursued in a sense including
the interacting parties. This understanding of liability helps to
move away from a mere “unlimited automation responsibility”
and start from the categorization of environmental interactions to
seek a more precise attribution of responsibility for the negative
consequences of social robots.

Second, the introduction of “Virtual Interactive Environment
Indication” illustrates a pathway to circumvent disappointment in
social robots. The current social robots are not yet truly
intelligent, but more of a seemingly intelligent tool. Instrumental
intelligence cannot meet people’s expectations for real social
interaction and will affect how social robots are perceived in
society. The emergence of disappointment can significantly affect
the expected social robot paradigm as well as people’s expecta-
tions of the whole robot industry. The more human disappoint-
ment accumulates, the more it will affect the adoption of social
robots. The need to re-establish new images of social robots that
are different from the instrumental ones arises in this back-
ground. To avoid disappointment in the anthropomorphization
of social robots, diverse social robot images should be constructed
during the development of social robot technology. Considering
the interaction between social robots and people as Virtual
Environment Interaction implies a reconstructing of current
image of social robots and a repositioning of the human-social
robot interaction, which is a first step of such efforts to open up a
much broader technological future for social robotics. For
instance, consider a scenario where a social robot serves as a
lifestyle assistant for the elderly, tasked with reminding medica-
tion, prompting physical activity, and facilitating simple social
interactions. Traditional methodologies in robot ethics might
design this robot to imitate human behavior as closely as possible
to cater to the elderly’s social requirements. This approach,
however, could lead to unrealistic expectations from the robot,
such as the anticipation that the robot will comprehend and
respond to all their emotional needs, which is currently beyond
the reach of robotic technology. Such misaligned expectations
could result in feelings of disappointment, or even deception,
towards the social robot. At this point, bluntly reminding the
elderly that the robot lacks the ability to respond emotionally
seems harsh, and allowing the robot to make errors fails to meet
their desire for a beneficial user experience. However, if we
conduct VIEI process at the beginning of the interaction, clearly
stating to the elderly that this social robot is a “reading-enabled”
machine available for their use, but simultaneously providing
narrative-like virtual interactive characteristics for explanations,
their expectations will adjust accordingly. They will understand
the functional limitations of the social robot, realizing it is more
akin to a “character in a story” rather than a tool or a real human.
This way, they would be less likely to develop unrealistic
expectations towards the social robot, thus reducing potential
feelings of disappointment and deception.

Third, the realization of “Virtual Interactive Environment
Indication” facilitates a more rational understanding of humans
towards social robots. Experiments such as “Uncanny Valley”
have shown that the understanding of social robots in society
significantly influences individuals’ emotions toward social
robots, whether pity or panic, due to anthropomorphic imagery

(Mori, 1970). In this sense, a “Virtual Interactive Environment”
cognition can avoid misunderstandings towards social robots.
People’s emotions towards social robots that originate from the
fear of the unknown can also have a shift in the sense of such
“Virtual Interactive Environment” cognition. Such cognitive
transformations will make social robot images more diverse in
people’s imagination, thus also giving freedom to the technical
imagination of social robots in the interactive sense.

Fourth, the implementation of “Virtual Interactive Environ-
ment Indication” will promote people’s understanding of the
internal mechanisms of social robots. Schneidernnan argues that
anthropomorphic social robot design leads to unpredictability
and ambiguity about social robots (Schneidernnan, 1988). The
internal mechanisms of social robot systems, as a Blackbox, are
not intuitively available to the public, making it impossible for
users to know the internal processes by which social robots
provide services. The lack of knowledge of the internal
mechanisms of social robots and the anthropomorphic design
aggravate the misconceptions about social robots. The “Virtual
Interactive Environment” cognition of social robots takes into
account the open iterations of the robot’s internal mechanisms,
and is consistent with the “interpretability” requirement of robot
ethics guidelines. Thus, it promises a complementary provision
that the lack of human understanding of the internal mechanisms
of social robots can be changed in the context of specific human-
social robot interactions. Additionally, the allegations of decep-
tion discussed earlier can be mitigated and resolved through VIEI.
With an understanding of the VIE, users can accurately situate
and recognize their relationship with social robots as a distinct
interaction from the outset. Consequently, when utilizing a social
robot, accusations of deceptive behavior are precluded. This
promotes the virtual interactive environment, sparing users from
grappling with a momentary negative perception of interacting
with a social robot and instead establishing a proactive pre-
engagement agreement. For instance, when an elderly individual
interacts with a social robot, the instructions regarding the virtual
interactive environment enable them to engage with the social
robot without being troubled by potential deception and
disappointment. Instead, they approach the interaction with
explicit awareness that they are engaging in a “special reading”
mindset. As a result, the efficacy of VIEI exceeds that of
straightforward “artificial” indications due to the deeper level of
comprehension it affords. VIEI accentuates the contextual and
virtual aspects of human-social robot interactions. Rather than
bluntly informing users that the robot is manufactured, it proves
more constructive to enable them to comprehend their involve-
ment within a virtual interaction environment through the
retrospect of the emotional responses evoked during novel
reading. This comprehension aids users in distinctly recognizing
that their interactive counterpart is artificially constructed,
thereby mitigating emotional risks stemming from discrepancies
between expectations and reality.

Fifth, a new image for social robots constructed by “Virtual
Interactive Environment Indication” can contribute to their better
adaptation to social mechanisms. The elucidation of virtual
interactive environment promotes thinking about the ethical
guidelines of social robots. The Bottom-up approach for
modeling human moral faculties into machines (Wallach and
Allen, 2008) and the idea of Virtual Interactive Environment is
internally consistent and will help social robots learn ethical
models of society. Social robots acquire experience that aids them
in adapting to social mechanisms. Social robots relying solely on
external appearances come across as disconnected entities.
However, with the integration of VIEI, these robots gain an
extended dimension to their representations. Specifically, social
robots are perceived as engaging with users much like reading a
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novel. This interaction symbolically casts the social robot as an
alternate reader, participating with users within a narrative virtual
interactive environment. This significantly reduces the perceived
unfamiliarity of these robots, promoting their acceptance. This
newfound familiarity, akin to the immersion experienced while
reading novels, transforms the perception of virtual social robots
from something alien to something relatable, drawing on
individuals’ past reading experiences. Over time, social robots
evolve into familiar entities for people, presenting a novel image
of social robots. Grounded in this new perception, the cognitive
load people experience when interacting with social robots
lessens, contributing to a more positive societal response while
delving deeper into the ethical considerations associated with
these robots.

VIEI represents an interaction-based approach to comprehend
and interpret the relationships between social robots and humans.
It diverges from conventional methods of robot ethics, emphasiz-
ing the process of interaction rather than focusing only on the
internal logic and decision rules of robots. Similar to the
emotional states evoked by reading a novel, VIEI refers to an
individual’s ability to create a virtual emotional experience by
projecting emotions onto a social robot, drawing on the
imaginative power of storytelling. Applying this concept to
interactions with social robots could enhance the understanding
and acceptance of the human-robot relationship. Furthermore,
manufacturers carry the responsibility of mitigating potential
emotional risks by considering their product designs and usage.
This responsibility-driven approach could prove more effective
than existing robot ethics methods, as it takes into account not
only robot behavior but also people’s interpretations and
comprehension of these behaviors. The identity of social robots
is understood as a source of inclusive values. As with Rolston’s
understanding of environmental value, the value of nature is
derived from nature itself, and the cognition of the Virtual
Interactive Environment can similarly enable social robots to
derive their value from themselves (Rolston, 1988). Considering
the interaction between social robots and humans as a virtual
environment interaction is conducive to advancing further
research on the issue of moral competence of social robots. We
can advance the interactive knowledge of social robots’ ethical
practices through the virtual environment interactions between
individuals and social robots, in which the shift in cognition
contributes to our broader portrayal of robot ethics.

Sixth, the Virtual Interactive Environment cognition of social
robots helps us to circumvent the role crisis of considering social
robots as specific roles. The one-way attachment to social robots
tends to view social robots as having specific roles in social
relationships, and such cognition of social robots as socially
embedded “individuals” and the resulting accusations of decep-
tion are also associated with role-specific attachment to social
robots, which distances the social robots from the norms of
practice. For example, a young girl using a social robot may
perceive the robot as her best friend, and the fixed feedback of the
robot may cause the girl to have the illusion of understanding the
robot, which may lead to accusations of disappointment and
deception. The significance of VIEI is that the little girl explicitly
recognizes at the outset that the “illusion” of social robot
interaction is due to the fact that she has entered a virtual
interactive environment and is participating in a particular
narrative, which means that the little girl no longer sees the social
robot as her best friend, but as a particular character in a
storybook. Thus, by shifting the cognition of social robots to a
Virtual Interactive Environment, the appeal to role-specific social
robots is circumvented, and the nature of human-social robot
interaction, i.e., interactions taking place in a virtual scenario, is
appropriately understood.

Conclusion
With a discussion of the emotional risks associated with social
robot anthropomorphization, and a detailed analysis of the lim-
itations of existing coping methods, the concept of Virtual
Interactive Environment proposed in this paper is an inter-
pretation of human-social robot interaction in the specific social
robotics context. The identification and elucidation of Virtual
Interactive Environment by social robot producers will help
promote more clear attribution of responsibility, increased
interpretability, reduced public disappointment with social
robotics technology, reshaping the cognition of social robot
images, and exploring the construction towards better robot
ethics guidelines. As a response to the existence of Virtual
Interactive Environment, Virtual Interactive Environment Indi-
cation (VIEI) is an interpretive clarification to quell allegations of
active deception from social robots. Social robot producers are
liable to go through an explicit Virtual Interactive Environment
Indication process during the production design and deployment
of social robots.

The use of the Virtual Interactive Environment concept and its
specific applications need to be further explained in future work
to seek better ways to help people understand the interaction
processes that are taking place. While interpretive indication of
Virtual Interactive Environment is thought to facilitate and
contribute to the understanding of the virtual interactions that are
occurring between humans and social robots, how to specify and
regulate such an indication process also needs to be further
explored in future work.
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